PODCAST TRANSCRIPT
QUIZ V “Quem é quem?”
Nalini: Hello and welcome to Travel and Learn Goa. My name is Nalini Elvino de Sousa.
Travel and Learn is a podcast for travellers and language lovers but we also have a youtube
channel and today it completed 3 years. We had more than 1 million views and 12 thousand
followers and we know that some of you now follow our podcast too. Thank you so much
for your continuous support. We have made 80 videos out of which 25 are dedicated to
languages. We have Portuguese, Spanish and Konkani lessons available for you to start
learning these languages. So, what are you waiting for?
If you have any suggestion, our email is: pm@ctngo.org
For the transcriptions of all the podcasts, visit our website: www.ctngo.org Under the
language programs you will find all and also extra practice material connected to what we
have learnt so far.
Today’s podcast level is easy and it is the fifth quiz. Right ahead of this competition is
Sleeton Fernandes from Goa, Sabrina Couto from Portugal and Aleka Rodrigues also from
Goa.
Thank you so much for all those who have been participating in this competition. It has been
so much fun and I promise we will do it again soon. If you have not listened to the 1st, 2nd, 3rd
and 4th quiz, you can do so. The podcast numbers are: 3,4, 6 and 7.
In this 5th quiz, the contestant Anish can ask 10 questions to me, the anchor, after which you
will have to guess who is the Portuguese personality I am thinking about.
Let the show begin!
Olá Anish
Anish: Olá
Nalini: Eu estou a pensar numa personalidade portuguesa muito famosa. Quem é ele?
Anish: É jogador de futebol?
Nalini: Não
Anish: É político?
Nalini: Não
Anish: É escritor?
Nalini: Sim, é

Anish: É novo?
Nalini: Não, não é
Anish: É velho?
Nalini: Sim, é
Anish: Tem bigode?
Nalini: Não
Anish: Tem cabelo branco?
Nalini: Sim, tem
Anish: É casado?
Nalini: Sim, é
Anish: Escreve muitos livros?
Nalini: Sim, sim. Uma pista: escreveu “O Evangelho Segundo Jesus Cristo” e “Todos os
Nomes”
Anish: Ganhou prémios?
Sim, muitos. Entre eles o Prémio Nobel da Literatura em 1998.
Já sei! É o....

Nalini: Well, did Anish get the right answer? Do you know it? Do write to pm@ctngo.org and
let us know the right answer. You will get 10 points. This is the last quiz. If you got all the
previous ones right, well, you will be at the top of our list!
Today, that is all. We will be back with more practical dialogues to help you learn
Portuguese.
Bye!

